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THE //-CALCULUS ALTERNATION-DEPTH HIERARCHY
IS STRICT ON BINARY TREES
ANDRÉ ARNOLD 1
Abstract. In this paper we give a simple proof that the alternationdepth hierarchy of the /^-calculus for binary trees is strict. The
witnesses for this strictness are the automata that détermine whether
there is a winning strategy for the parity game played on a tree.
R e s u m é . Nous donnons dans cet article une preuve simple que la
hiérarchie d'alternance de points fixes pour le ^-calcul sur les arbres
binaires est infinie. Les témoins en sont les automates qui déterminent
l'existence d'une stratégie gagnante pour le jeu de parité joué sur un
arbre binaire.

AMS Subject Classification. 68Q68, 03D05.

INTRODUCTION

In the /i-calculus, the least and greatest fixed-point operators \x and v are in
some sense analogous to quantifiers in logies, and it is very natural to classify
the formulas of the /^-calculus according to the alternation of these operators as
it is done for logical formulas. This classification is called the alternation-depth
hierarchy and its classes are denoted by T,n and Un.
Thus, a fundamental problem is the strictness of this hierarchy from the point
of view of expressiveness: is it true or not that there exists an n such that any
formula is equivalent to some formula in E n . A necessary and sufïîcient condition
for the strictness of the hierarchy is the existence for each n of a formula Fn that
is in E n but not in II n . Such a formula Fn is called £ n -hard.
When restricted to binary trees, the formulas of the ^-calculus are equivalent to
alternating tree automata and the alternation-depth hierarchy corresponds to the
Rabin index hierarchy of automata [15]. In 1986, Niwinski [14] showed that the
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alternation hierarchy of the /x-calculus on binary trees without intersection {Le.,
the Rabin index hierarchy of non deterministic automata) is strict. But the fixedpoint terms he considered for proving this resuit are all equivalent to co-Büchi
terms {Le. in II2) with intersection. Since then, the question of the strictness of
the hierarchy of the /A-calculus on binary trees with intersection {Le., alternating
automata) was open [4,15].
Recently, and simultaneously, Bradfield [6] and Lenzi [10] have proved that the
alternation-depth hierarchy of the modal /z-calculus is strict. In [7], Bradfield
shows that the formula
Bn = jxxiMx2- • • • .0xn.[c]xn V (ai)xi V • • • V (an)xn
is £ n -hard, as well as the Walukiewicz's formula
Wn = 11x^x2. • • • .0xn. (E=>()

/\(Ri => Xi) )) A ( O => 0 f\(Ri

that states that the first player has a winning strategy in a parity game [17] and
that is nothing but the extension of the Emerson-Jutla's formula [8] to games that
are not bipartite.
The Lenzi's Iï n - and E n -hard formulas are formulas on n-ary trees. They are
defined inductively by

Ln+i(P)

=
=

Pt
vx

where a node has property a\.x if its zth successor has property x.
Since Lenzi's formulas are formulas on n-ary trees, and since one can encode nary trees int o binary trees, one can deduce from Lenzi's resuit that the alternation
hierarchy of the ^-calculus is also strict on binary trees. Such a transformation is
not so easy for Bradfield's and Walukiewicz's formulas [5].
In this note we offer a direct proof that Walukiewicz's formulas are hard on
binary trees. It combines two arguments already used by Bradfîeld in [7].
The réduction argument is that every En-formula F reduces to the
Walukiewicz's formula Wn via some mapping G F , Le., M \= F <& Gp(M) \= Wn.
The diagonal argument is just the fact that any mapping Gp has a fixed point
Mf. Thus, if the négation of the Walukiewicz's formula Wn is equivalent to a
I]n-forrnula F, we get MF |= F <^> M? (= ->F, a contradiction. The existence of
this fixed point is a conséquence of the celebrated Banach's fixed-point theorem,
since the mappings G F are contracting on the compact metric space of binary
trees.
It turns out that the same diagonal argument can be applied to weak alternating
automata introduced by Muller et al. to characterize the weakly definable sets of
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trees [12], providing a direct proof of the Mostowski's result on the hierarchy of
weak alternating automata [11], instead of relying on a result of Thomas [16].
1. ALTERNATING PARITY AUTOMATA
An alternating parity automaton is an alternating automaton (see [13]) where
the acceptance criterion is given by a parity condition. Namely, it is a tuple
(T4,Q,5, n,r) where
• the alphabet A is a finite set of binary symbols,
• Q is a finite set of states,
• nis B, natural number (n > 0), called the type of A and r is a mapping from
Qto{l,...,n},
• Ô associâtes with each q G Q and each a G A an element of the free distributive lattice generated by Q x {1,2}.
Indeed, each <5(ç, a) can be seen as a finite disjunction of finite çonjunctions of
éléments in Q x {1, 2}. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ö(q, a) is
a finite non empty disjunction of finite non empty çonjunctions.
Example: Walukiewicz's automata.
Let An be the alphabet {c$, di | 1 < i < n}, and let Tn be the set of binary trees
over An (i.e., the set of mappings t : {1, 2}* —> Àn). The Walukiewicz automaton
Wn is (An,Qn,5n,n,rn)
where
• Qn = {qu ••- iQn} and for any qt e Q n , rn(<&) = i,
• for any q e Q, 6(q, a) = fe, 1) A (qu 2) and 6(q, di) = (qu 1) V (qu 2):
The set R^q{t) of runs of A from the state g on a tree t built on the alphabet A is
the set of (unordered) trees, labeled by states in Q, defined recursively as follows:
p G RA,q(a(tx,t2)) if and only if
• the root of p is labeled by g,
• among the çonjunctions that are added up to form £(ç,a), there exists a
conjunction (qi,Xi) A ••• A (çfeî^fe) such that the root of p has exactly A;
subtrees that are respectively in RA,QJ (txj) (.7 = 1,... , k).
A branch b of such a run p (that is always infinité because of our assumption) is
ji-accepüng (resp. v-accepting) if the minimum value of r(q) where q ranges over
the set of states that occur infinitely often on b is even (resp. odd).
A run p is fi-accepting (resp. u-accepting) if each of its branches is yu-accepting
(resp. zv-accepting)- Finally L^(q) (resp. LuA{q)) is the set of all trees t such that
R-A,q(t) contains at least one yu-accepting run (resp. ^-accepting).
Example: Walukiewicz's tree languages.
In an automaton Wn we have, by définition, 5n{q^a) — Sn(qj,a) for any a e An
and any i,j e { 1 , . . . ,n}. It follows that for 6 = /i, v and for any z,j, Ly^ (qi)
= Ly^n(qi). We dénote this language by W%. It is interesting to notice that the
intersections of these W% with the set of trees over the alphabet {ci | i = 1,... , n}
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are exactly the tree languages defined by Niwinski in [14] to show the strictness of
the hierarchy of non deterministic automata.
The trees that belongs to W% can be characterized in terms of game. Let t be
a tree in Tn. A node u G {1, 2}* is a C-node (resp. £>-node) if t(u) € {ci,... , cn}
(resp. {di,... , dn}). Let two players C and D. Initially, a token is at the root e
of t. If the token is at C-node (resp. D-node) u then player C (resp. D) moves
the token to node ul or u2. A play is an infinité word of {1, 2} w , z.e., a branch of
t, and D wins the play if the least index that occurs infinitely often on this branch
is even or odd, according to the value of 0. A strategy s for D is a mapping that
associâtes s(u) € {1,1} with each D-node it. The strategy s is winning if D wins
any play consistent with this strategy, z.e., at the D-node u, D moves the token
to us(u). What the Walukiewicz automata does is just to guess a strategy (by the
rules ô(qydi) — (<ft, 1) V fe, 2)) and accepts t if the strategy it guessed is winning.
Therefore t G W% if and only if D has a winning strategy in the game on t.
Let A be the automaton obtained from A by exchanging V and A. The
complémentation theorem of Muller and Schupp [13] now reads as follows, where
TA is the set of ail binary trees built on the alphabet A.
Proposition 1.1. L*t(q) = TA - LvA{q),

L^(q) = TA -

L^q).

Définition 1.2. We dénote by E^ (resp. II n ) the family of binary tree languages
in the form LA(q) (resp. LuA(q)) for some automaton A of type n. In particular,
e En and W£ £ Un.
As a conséquence of the previous proposition, we get
Proposition 1.3. For any tree language L over the alphabet A}

L e s n ^ TA - L e n n .
Définition 1.4. We say that a language L is T^n-hard if it is in E n and not in II n
(or, equivalently, its complement TA ~ L is not in E n ).
2. THE REDUCTION ARGUMENT
It is well-known (see [9] and [8], for instance) that the acceptance of a tree t
by an automaton A can be expressed as the existence of a winning strategy in a
game G associated with A and t. When A is a parity automaton, the game G is a
parity game and the existence of a (memoryless) winning strategy is expressed by
the Walukiewicz's formulas. The same argument is used by Bradfield [7] to show
hardness of Walukiewicz's formulas. We show that when A is of rank n, we can
construct an associated game that is indeed a binary tree in T n , and the existence
of a winning strategy is asserted by the membership of this tree to a Walukiewicz's
language.
Let A be an automaton of rank n over the alphabet A. For any state q of A,
we define recursively the mapping GA,q • TA —• Tn as follows.
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We can see ö(q, a) as a finite binary tree whose internai nodes are labelled by
V and A and leaves by éléments of Q x {1,2}. Then G A}q (^1^2)) is the tree
obtained by substituting in Ô(q, a)
• Ci for A, di for V, where % = r(g),
• the tree GA^^X) for (qf,x).
The following characterization is nothing but another way of explaining when a
tree is accepted by a parity automaton, like in [8], or, in other words, the winning
strategy for D in the game on G^q{t) allows us to construct an accepting run
in R^q{t), and conversely, from an accepting run, we can construct a winning
strategy.
Proposition 2.1. For 6 = \x,v and t eTA,

t G LdA(q) O GA,q{t) G W°.

3. T H E DIAGONAL ARGUMENT
Since, in an automaton A, substituting 5(q,a) V S(qya) for ö(q,a) does not
modify the set of runs, we may assume that each tree S(q^ a) has its root labelled
by V. Therefore, if we consider that TA and Tn are equipped with the usual
ultrametric distance A defined by A(t,tf) < 2~k o V ^ e {1,2}*, \u\ < k => t(u)
= t'(ti), that makes TA and Tn complete, and even compact [2], it is easy to see
that, for any automaton A and any state g, the mapping GA,Q ' TA —• Tn is
contracting, provided the above assumption on each 5(a: q).
Proposition 3.1. A(GU,g0O,GAtq(t')) ^
Proof. It

is easy to prove by induction

on k

that

A(£,£')

<

2~k

In particular, if A is an automaton of rank n over the alphabet T n , the
contracting mapping GAtq : Tn —> Tn has a unique flxed point tA,q ^ n( i w e g e t,
from Proposition 2.1,
Proposition 3.2. tAtq E Leq{A) & tA,q e W*.
Theorem 3.3. The Walukiewicz's language W£ is En-hard.
Proof. Clearly W£ G S n . Now, assume that T n - ^ e E n . Then there exists
an automaton A of rank n and a state q such that Tn — W£. = L£ (^4.) and we get
tAtq £Tn-W£
<^> tA,q G W^, an obvions contradiction. Hence W£ G E n - II n .
By a similar reasoning, we get W% G II n — S n .
Q

4. UNIVERSAL LANGUAGES
The previous diagonal argument can be easily extended to prove the hardness
of some tree languages.
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We say that a language L over an alphabet A is T,n-universal if there is a non
expansive mapping F : Tn —* TA X such that
VteT n ,

tew% <F>F{t)eL.

Note that we do not require L to be i n S n .
Similarly, we say that L is Un-universal if
Vt G T nj

t e C ^ **(*) ^ L.

In particular, taking F as the identity mapping over T n , we get that W% is
En-universal and that W% is IIn-universal.
Theorem 4.1. ^4 T,n-universal language is never in Tln. A Iin-universal language
is never in E n .
Proof Let L be a En-universal language. If it is in II n , L — TA — L is in S n ,
and by the réduction argument (Prop. 2.1) there exists a contracting mapping
Gz : TA -> Tn such that t £ L <^> GT[t) G W£. Since L is £n-universal, Gz(t) G
W^ <=> F(G^(t)) G L. Since G^ is contracting and F is non expansive, F o Gj; :
T_4 -^ TA is contracting and has a fixed point t-£ that satisfies tj; $ L 4^ tj; G L, a
contradiction.
The second part of the theorem is proved quite similarly.
Corollary 4.2. If a T,n-universal language is in E n then it is Yln-hard.
Example: Bradfield's tree languages.
Let Bn be the automaton over the alphabet Afn = {cn} U {di \ 1 < i < n} defined
by
• Q = {Çi, • • • , Ç«} and for any ^ G Qrx, r(^) = i,
• for any g G Q, 5{q,cn) = (g n ,l) A (g nî 2) and % , d i ) = (çi,l) V fe,2).
Because of the analogy between these automata and the Bradfield's formulas,
we call them Bradfield's automata. The Bradfield's languages are the languages
Ben — L6qi {Bn) that are in E n or Un according to whether 9 is \i or v. Indeed it
is easy to see that B^ = W% O T^ where Tn is the set of ail binary trees over the
alphabet A!n Ç A n .
Proposition 4.3. B£ is Y*n-universal. B£ is lin-univers al.
Proof. Let F : Tn -> Tn be defined by
• F is the identity on Afn,
• for i < n, F{ci{xux2)) = Cn(di(xi,xi),di(x2>x2)).
We establish a correspondence between the runs of Wn on t and the runs of Bn
on F(t) as follows.
• We apply the rule (3S^(£i,£2)) —> (Qijij) m Wn if and only if we apply the

rule fadiiFfa^Ffo))) -^ {quF{t3)) in i?n (with j = 1 or 2).
1

F is non expansive if Vt, t', A(F(t), F(f )) < A(t, i')-
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• We apply the rule (g, cn(tut2)) -» (qn, h) A (gn, fe) in W n if and only if we
apply the rule (q,Cn{F{ti),F{t2))) -> ( g n ^ i ) ) A (qn,F{t2)) in B n .
• We apply the rule (q, Ci(ti, t2)) —> fe, *i) A {<&, £2) in W^ (with i < n) if and
only if we apply in Bn the dérivation
(q, CnidiiFih), F(h)), d%{F{t2), F{t2))))

This correspondence preserves the set of states that appears infinitely often on
any branch, except that in Bn we may add infinitely often qn. But since r(qn)
= n, the minimal rank of these sets remains unchanged. Therefore, one of two
corresponding runs is ^-accepting if and only if so is the other one. Since B£ is in
S n , we get, by Corollary 4.2:
Corollary 4.4. B% is En-hard.
Example: Lenzi's tree languages.
The Lenzi's formulas are formulas over n-ary trees. Translating these formulas
into alternating parity automata over binary trees that encode n-ary trees, we get
the following définition of Lenzi's automata £ n , for n > 2.
The alphabet of Cn is A^ = {üi \ 0 < i < n} and we dénote by T£ the set of
all trees over this alphabet. lts set of states is {^ | 1 < i < n} with rfa) — i, and
three additional states {qo,qa,qr} such that
• go accepts only trees in the form ao(ti,£2)) its rank does not matter since it
will occur at most once on any branch of a run,
• Ça, of rank 2, accepts any tree,
• gr, of rank 1, accepts no tree.
It is not difficult to write down the rules implementing these conditions.
The other rules are, for i = 1,... , n,
ƒ ft+i) !) v (ft-i» 2 ) if * i s

I ft+ia) A {qi_^2) .f . ^

where we assume that g i+1 — qn whenever i > n.
When i / j the rule ö(qj,a,i) is not defined. We assume that in this case the
automaton rejects the tree, Le. ö(qj,a,j) = (qr, 1) A (qri 2),
LetLsn =

Leqi(Cn).

The following proposition shows that L^+2 ^ ^n+2 — II n and that L^+2
G n n + 2 — E n . They are not exactly hard in the sense above (z.e., in Sn+2 — Iï n+ 2
or in n n + 2 - Sn+2)« However they also provide évidence for the strictness of
the alternation hierarchy: if the hierarchy is not strict, there exists n such that
II n = E n =
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Proposition 4.5. L£ + 2 is T,n-universaL L^+2 is TLn-universal
Proof. We recursively defme a family of non expansive mappings Fi : Tn —> +
for i = 1 , . . . , n + 2, such that t e W% o Fi(t) G L?(£ n + 2 ), and we take F = Fi.
First we show that for each i = 0,... , n + 2 there exist a tree T; G Lf (£ n+ 2)
and a tree r[ £ Lf (£ n + 2 ). Obviously, r[ is an arbitrary tree whose the root is not
ai. TQ is an arbitrary tree whose the root is ao, T2i+i = a2i+i(T2i,T2i), and T2i+2
is the unique tree t such that

•{

, T2i+i)
2^4, *)) T2i+i)

if 2z + 2 = n + 2,
otherwise,

with the convention, that will also be used in the sequel, that if an index becomes
strictly greater than n + 2 it has to be understood as having the value n + 2, or in
other words, each index i has to be read as min(i, n + 2).
Now, for 2& — 1 < n, we define
F2k(c2k-i(tut2))

=

a

2fe

a2fc+i
T

2fc+2

and
F2k~i(t2)

a2

fe
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For 2k < n, we define

F2k+i{d2k(tut2))

=

a2fc+2

F2k(t2)

and
F2k+2(c2k(tUt2))

=

F2k(tl

where tx = { ,
,,
l r2fc+4 otnerwise.
Now, for T eTn, let

/,\ _ ƒ 2A: + 2 if the root of £ is c2k or
^ ~~ \ 2k + 1 if the root of t is c2k-i or
We have just defined Fi(t) for % — 7(t). For i ^ 7(t), we set

if2j<7(t),
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We prove that t G LeqiÇWn) = W% <£> Fi(t) G Leq.(Cn). We remark that Fi(bk(tu
£2)), for bk = cjfc, cf fc, has the form. t(Fk(ti), Fk(t2)). It is easy to see that an
accepting run from state <& on Fi(t) is made up of accepting runs from q-j on the
subtrees Tj, of an accepting run from <?& on Fk(ti) and (or) on Fk(t2), and that on
the path from the root to Fk(ti) and (or) Fkfa), the only states that appears are
qi, qk and some Qj with j > min(z, fc).
5. W E A K ALTERNATING AUTOMATA
An alternating automaton A = {A,Q\8,n,r)
following additionnai property:

is said to be weak if 6 has the

for ail q G Q and for ail a G A, if qf occurs in ô(q} a), then r(qf) < r(q).
It is obvions that if A is weak, then its dual A is weak too.
The weak alternation-depth hierarchy is defined in the same way as the alternation depth hierarchy: wEn (resp. wUn) is the family of binary tree languages in
the form L^(q) (resp. LvA{q)) where A is a weak automaton of type n. Since the
family of languages accepted by weak alternating automata is exactly the family of
languages L accepted by non determinist ie Büchi automata whose the complement
is also accepted by a non determinist ie Büchi automaton, and since the family of
languages accepted by a non deterministic Büchi automaton is exactly S 2 [1,3],
we have
n>0

A direct conséquence of the définition of a weak autpmaton A is that on any
branch of GU(g, t) the séquence of indices of the letters ci: di (i = 1,... , n) occuring on this branch is decreasing. Therefore, in such a case, Proposition 2.1 can be
restated as:
for 0 = /i, i/ and t € TA, t G L9A{q) & GAtq{t) G L£ Wn (c„),
where wWn is a variant of the Walukiewicz's automaton W n that takes into
account this property of decreasing indices, Le.,
• S(qj, Ci) — {qu 1) A (qi9 2) and ô(qj,di) = (ç i3 1) V (gi, 2) if j > t..
• S(qj,Ci) = ö(qj,di) = (qul) V (qu2) if j < L
Obviously, wWn is weak, and the above diagonal construction allows us to prove
that L^Wn{qn) is not in wTln (resp. L^^fan) is not in IÜE„). This is a new proof
of a Mostowski's resuit [11]
Theorem 5.1 (Mostowski). The alternation-depth hierarchy of weak automata is
strict.
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